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LOT #

This lot features Darth Vader's Star Destroyer playset
with 14 figures and some weapons/accessories. Darth
Vader, a Power Droid, Stormtroopers, the Emperor and
more! The bulb still lights up in the playset, but it is
loosely seated, so it may need to be adjusted (fixed
into place to maintain contact). Overall the playset and
figures appear to be in nice shape with some varied
wear. Please note that the vast majority of the Star
Wars weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Star Destroyer Playset
w/Figures

1

A sealed 6" DC Universe Collection Platinum and Tin
figure as produced by Mattel from 2012. Figure is in
excellent condition as it is new in box. Box is in overall
great condition with minor storage wear such as light
scuffing and small scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

DC Universe Collection Platinum & Tin Figure
NIB

2

Lot includes 4 figures. Egon, Peter, Ray and Winston.
Figures appear to be in overall good shape with some
varied playwear as pictured.

The Real Ghostbusters Action Figure Lot2a

Near run. Missing only #13. Includes the #1 variant
(Adam Hughes Power Girl cover).  Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

JSA Classified #1-12/14-39 Near Run w/Variant3

Luke Skywalker (Jedi Master) and Rey (Jedi Training)
San Diego Comic con exclusive figure set. New in
sealed package.

Star Wars Black SDCC Jedi Master/Training
Figures

3a

LOT #

9 figures. Includes the Metallo Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

Superman Themed DC Universe Figures
w/Metallo BAF

4

67 comics. Includes #0-60, the Wedding Special, 80
Page Giant, and additional connecting variant covers
for issues #1, 7, 13 and 41. #7 is the 1st appearance of
Red Arrow aka Roy Harper. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

Justice League of America 2006 Full Run +
Extras

5

7 vintage figures. Includes Bespin Guards, Hoth Rebel
Soldiers, a Bespin Han Solo and Princess Leia. This lot
includes some of the weapons and accessories.
Figures appear to be in overall nice shape with some
varied playwear as pictured. Please note that the vast
majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this
auction appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect
that there may a few reproduction weapons/accessories
in a few of the listings. Please see the photos for
details.

Star Wars Vintage Figure
Lot/Bespin/Hoth/More

5a

A collection of five sealed sports figures including four
McFarlane toys and one Bandai figure. Figures include
a variety of sport stars including Lebron James, Ilya
Kovalchuk, Barry Zito, Sidney Crosby, and Alexi Lalas.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packaging varies in condition with signs of
storage wear including discoloration, scratches and
scuffing, as well as some edgewear. Please see photos
for further condition details.

McFarlane Sports Figures + More Lot of (5)6

A collection of ten various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (10)

7

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Obi-Wan Kenobi from Revenge of the Sith. New in
sealed package figure. Figure comes in protective
clamshell case.

Star Wars Vintage Collection VC16/Obi-Wan
Kenobi

7a

6 figures. Includes the Atom Smasher Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

JSA Themed DC Universe Figures w/Atom
Smasher BAF

8

A sealed Wal-Mart Exclusive DC Universe Classics
Green Lantern's Light figure set as produced by Mattel.
Set includes Tomar-re, Sinestro, Hal Jordan, John
Stewart, and Guy Gardner. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packaging is in
overall great condition with some signs of storage wear
including light scratches and scuffs to the bubble, as
well as some corner wear, and light scratches to the
panels. Please see photos for further condition details.

DC Universe Green Lantern's Light Figure Set9

31 comics. Includes 3 complete Battle For the Cowl
limited series (Battle For the Cowl, Azrael: Death's
Dark Knight, Oracle: The Cure), 7 different one-shots,
The Return of Bruce Wayne #1-6 with 8 one-shots for
Bruce Wayne: The Road Home and Batman: The
Return one-shot.  In Batman: Battle for the Cowl #3,
Dick Grayson defeats Jason Todd to become Batman.
This issue also featured the 1st official appearance of
Damian Wayne as Robin. Overall VF to NM condition.
Most comics are NM. Some single issues may be
better or lesser grades.

Batman Battle For The Cowl/Return of
BW/More Lot

10

A collection of two sealed Starting Lineup figure
including two Classic Doubles including Mark McGwire
and Mike Richter & Mark Messier. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packaging varies in condition with signs of storage
wear including light discoloration, edgewear, and some
light scuffs to the bubble. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Starting Lineup Classic Doubles Lot of (2)10a

LOT #

A collection of three sealed 3.75" Star Wars The Clone
Wars figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include
Ahsoka Tano, Yoda, and Battle Droid. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packaging is in overall great condition with some signs
of storage wear including light edgewear to the card,
and minor scuffing to the bubble. Please see photos for
further condition details.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Hasbro Figure Lot
(3)

11

Lot includes 9 new is sealed figures from Star Wars
Rogue One. Overall nice shape with package condition
as pictured.

Star Wars Rogue One Action Figure Lot11a

A collection of sixteen various WWE wrestling figures
from the early to late 2000's. Figures vary in height, but
are roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (16)12

A collection of seven sealed Starting Lineup Sports
Figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include a
variety of sport stars including Tim Couch, Ed
McCaffrey, Vincent LeCavalier, and Rickey Williams.
Lot includes duplicates. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packaging varies
in condition with signs of storage wear including minor
scratches and scuffing, as well as some edgewear.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Starting Lineup Sport Figure Lot of (7)13

Vintage battle-damaged X-Wing with Yoda, Bespin
Luke and X-Wing Luke figures. The light and sound
works on the X-Wing. Yoda appears to be complete
with accessories. The vehicle and figures appear to be
in overall nice shape with some varied playwear as
pictured.

Star Wars Vintage X-Wing Fighter w/Figures
Lot

13a

A collection of two sealed Green Lantern figures
including a DC Universe Green Lantern Origins Figure
Set (2009) and a DC Direct Golden Age Green Lantern
(2000). Figures are in excellent condition as they are
new in package. Packages show storage wear including
edge wear, light scuffing and minor scratches to the
bubble. Please see photos for further condition details.

DC Green Lantern Sealed Figure Lot of (2)14

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

All 26 issues of the 2009 series. #1 is the 1st
appearance of Professor Pyg. This series also features
first appearances of  Flamingo, Heretic and Absence.
Batman Incorporated was established in issue #16.
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.

Batman and Robin #1-26/Full Run/Grant
Morrison

15

Lot of 6, new in sealed package figures. Ahsoka Tano,
Captain Cassian Andor, Sergeant Jyn Erso, Rey, Luke
Skywalker and Padme Amidala. Packages appear to
be in nice shape with condition as pictured.

Star Wars Black Series Figure Lot15a

68 comics. Includes Justice League (2016) #1-43 set
with Rebirth one-shot, Justice League of America #1-18
(2017) with Rebirth one-shot, the DC Universe Rebirth
one-shot as well as the Killer Frost, Atom, Vixen and
Ray one-shots. Justice League (2016) #26 is the 1st
team appearance of the Justice League's children from
the future. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics
are NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

Justice League + America Rebirth Comic Lot16

6 figures. Includes the Anti-Monitor Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

JLA Themed DC Universe Figures
w/Anti-Monitor BAF

17

Boba Fett, Bossk and (2) Stormtroopers. Figures
appear to be in overall nice shape with some varied
wear. Please note that the vast majority of the Star
Wars weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Boba
Fett/Bossk/Stormtroopers

17a

A collection of two sealed WWF/WWE figure packs
from the early 2000's including a Finishing Moves
Series 4: Lita & Bubba Ray Dudley, and an Adrenaline
Series 6 Superheroes: The Hurricane & Rosey. Figures
are in excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packaging is in overall good condition with storage
wear including edgewear, minor creasing, as well as
minor scuffing and scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

WWF/WWE Figure Packs Lot of (2)18

LOT #

A collection of three sealed 3.75" Star Wars The Clone
Wars figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include
General Grievous, Commander Fox, and Clone
Trooper Senate Security. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Commander Fox
and Clone Trooper come in protective clamshell
casing. Packaging is in overall great condition with
some minor of storage wear. Please see photos for
further condition details.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Hasbro Figure Lot
(3)

19

55 comics. This lot includes issues #1-48 (of 50) from
the 2016 series, Suicide Squad: Rebirth #1, War
Crimes Special #1, Annual #1 and the complete 6-part
series Justice League Vs. Suicide Squad. Overall VF to
NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Suicide Squad (2016) Near Run w/Annual +
More

20

A collection of three 6" sealed DC Comics Multiverse
figures including Batman: Zero Year Batman, Batman:
Endgame Joker, and an Arrow TV Series The Arrow.
Figures are a part of the Collect & Connect Justice
Buster line. Figures are in excellent condition as they
are new in package. Packages show storage wear
including light scuffing and edgewear to the card and
some scratches to the bubble. Please see photos for
further condition details.

DC Comics Multiverse 6" Collect & Connect
Lot (3)

20a

6 figures. Includes Zatanna, Phantom Stranger, The
Spectre, Demon, Dr. Fate and Blue Devil. Figures
come with everything pictured and appear to be in
great shape.

Supernatural/Magic Themed DC Universe
Figures Lot

21

Obi-Wan's Jedi Starfighter. New in sealed package.
This comes with an Obi-Wan pilot figure. 2002, Hasbro.

Star Wars Attack of the Clones Jedi Starfighter21a

Lot of Batman Action League figures and vehicles.
They appear to be in great shape. You get all pictured.

Batman Brave and the Bold Figure/Vehicle Lot22

A collection of five sealed Starting Lineup Sports
Figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include a
variety of sport stars including Charles Woodson,
Charlie Batch, Randy Moss, and Keith VanHorn.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in

Starting Lineup Sport Figure Lot of (5)23

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
package. Packaging varies in condition with signs of
storage wear including minor scratches and scuffing, as
well as some edgewear. Please see photos for further
condition details.

9 figures in 6 sealed packages. You get all pictured.
Star Wars Force Awakens Figure Lot23a

A collection of five sealed DC Universe Fan Collection
Justice League United Figures including Batman,
Bane, Scarecrow, Cosmic Boy, and Lightning Lad.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packages show storage wear including edge
wear, scuffing and minor scratches to the bubble.
Please see photos for further condition details.

DC Universe Fan Collection JLU Figure Lot of
(5)

24

59 comics. This includes the full run of the 2016
Rebirth series, Green Lanterns: Rebirth #1 and the #1
Annual. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are
NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

Green Lanterns Full Run #1-57 + Rebirth +
Annual

25

This mega-playset measures about 20 inches tall and
has working light and sounds. The playset appears to
be in nice shape and comes with all pictured.

Star Wars Force Link BB-8 2-In-1 Mega Playset25a

A collection of four sealed McFarlane NBA Sport
Figures including sport stars Lebron James, Yao Ming,
and Ben Wallace (x2). Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packages show
some storage wear including light scuffing and minor
scratches to the bubble. Please see photos for further
condition details.

McFarlane NBA Sports Figure Lot of (4)26

A collection of ten various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (10)

27

7 figures. Includes the Stel Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured

Green Lantern DC Universe Figures Lot w/Stel
BAF

28

LOT #
and appear to be in great shape.

A collection of three vintage Star Wars figures
including R2D2, Jabba's Sail Barge Lando Calrissian,
and an AT-ST Driver. Figures are missing accessories
and/or weapons, but are in overall nice condition with
signs of wear including sticker wear/discoloration, and
minor paint wear. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Star Wars Vintage Figures R2D2/Lando/AT-ST
Driver

29

Vintage X-Wing and Snowspeeder 7 figures. X-Wing
Luke, 3 Hoth Rebel Soldiers and 3 Stormtroopers in
Hoth Battle Gear (Snowtroopers) with the weapons and
accessories pictured. The light and sound works on the
both the X-Wing and Snowspeeder. The Snowspeeder
is missing the side cannons. The vehicle and figures
some varied playwear as pictured. Please note that the
vast majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in
this auction appear to be original/vintage, but we
suspect that there may a few reproduction
weapons/accessories in a few of the listings. Please
see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Vehicles and Figures Lot29a

#1 is the 1st appearance of Doctor Fate, Khalid
Nassour. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are
NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

Doctor Fate (2015) #1-18 Full Run30

A collection of fifteen various WWE wrestling figures
from the early to late 2000's. Figures vary in height, but
are roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures include
some accessories and show a variety of wear including
scratches and scuffs, paint wear, and vinyl residue.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (15)30a

A sealed 6" DC Universe Collection Poison Ivy figure
as produced by Mattel from 2012. Figure is in excellent
condition as it is new in box. Box is in overall great
condition with minor storage wear such as light scuffing
and minor scratches to the bubble. Please see photos
for further condition details.

DC Universe Collection Poison Ivy Figure
SEALED

31

Lot includes 7 figures. Luke, Leia, Wicket, Logray, a
Stormtrooper, Nein Nunb and Ree Yees. Figures
appear to be in overall good shape with varied
playwear. Please note that the vast majority of the Star

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot31a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Wars weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

8 figures. Includes Batman, Robin, Batgirl, Nightwing,
Clayface, Penguin, Riddler and Man-Bat. Figures come
with everything pictured and appear to be in great
shape.

Batman Themed DC Universe Figures Lot32

A collection of four sealed Starting Lineup 2 Sports
Figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include a
variety of MLB sport stars including Rick Ankiel,
Vladimir Guerrero, Jason Giambi, and Randy Johnson.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packaging varies in condition with signs of
storage wear including minor scratches and scuffing, as
well as some edgewear to the card. Please see photos
for further condition details.

Starting Lineup 2 Sport Figure Lot of (4)33

Lot includes 5 figures. Leia (Boushh), Bib Fortuna,
Klaatu, Weequay and Lando in Skiff Uniform, Nein
Nunb and Ree Yees with weapons/accessories as
pictured. Figures appear to be in overall nice shape
with varied playwear. Please note that the vast majority
of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this auction
appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect that there
may a few reproduction weapons/accessories in a few
of the listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars ROTJ Vintage Action Figure Lot33a

A collection of fifteen various WWE wrestling figures
from the early to late 2000's. Figures vary in height, but
are roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures include
some accessories and show a variety of wear including
scratches and scuffs, paint wear, and vinyl residue.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (15)34

14 comics. Includes Star Wars: Blood Ties #1-4 (set,
Dark Horse), Star Wars: Darth Vader and the Lost
Command #1-5 (set, Dark Horse), Shattered Empire
#1-4 (set, Marvel) and C-3P0 #1 (Marvel). Overall VF
to NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Star Wars Dark Horse/Marvel Comics Lot35

This lot includes a total of 5 new in package figures
from the 40th Anniversary 6 inch scale series. The
Darth Vader figures comes with a display stand and

Star Wars 40th Anniversary Figure Lot
+Legacy Pack

35a

LOT #
back card. Figures are all new in sealed packages with
package condition as pictured.

97 comics. Includes the following complete DC limited
series: Ion Guardian of the Universe #1-12, The Fall
and Rise of Captain Atom #1-6, Solomon Grundy #1-7,
Legion Worlds #1-6, No Justice #1-4, The Next #1-6,
Salvation Run #1-7, Uncle Sam and the Freedom
Fighters #1-8, Mystery in Space #1-8, Martian
Manhunter #1-8, Red Tornado #1-6, Doctor Mid-Nite
#1-3, DC Universe Legacies #1-10 and Time Masters
Vanishing Point #1-6.  Overall VF to NM condition.
Most comics are NM. Some single issues may be
better or lesser grades.

DC Limited Series/Sets Mega Comic Lot36

4 figures. Includes Wonder Woman, Cheetah, Ares and
the Giganta Connect and Collect Build-A-Figure.
Figures come with everything pictured and appear to
be in great shape, but the Giganta figure does have a
broken upper arm that will need to be glued.

Wonder Woman DC Universe Lot w/Giganta
BAF

37

Land of the Jawas playset with 8 figures and
accessories. Includes Obi-Wan, R2-D2, C-3PO, R5-D4,
2 Jawas and 2 Tusken Raiders. The plastic part of the
playset appears to be in nice shape. The cardboard
portion has moderate to heavy wear. The figures
appear to be in overall nice shape with some varied
playwear. This lot also includes a couple of print outs
featuring a Tatooine backdrop. Please note that the
vast majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in
this auction appear to be original/vintage, but we
suspect that there may a few reproduction
weapons/accessories in a few of the listings. Please
see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Land of the Jawas
w/Figures

37a

A collection of ten Star Wars Power of the Force
carded figures including R2D2, C3PO, Chewbacca,
Lando Calrissian and more. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Overall,
packaging is in great visual condition with minor signs
of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Star Wars Power of the Force Figure Lot of
(10)

38

A collection of five sealed DC Universe Fan Collection

DC Universe Fan Collection JLU Figure Lot of
(5)

39

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Justice League United Figures including Harley Quinn,
Superwoman, Saturn Girl, Brainiac 5, and Clock King.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packages show storage wear including minor
edge wear, scuffing and minor scratches to the bubble.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Vintage Star Wars vehicle. Appears to be in overall
nice shape with some minor playwear. This comes with
all pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Rebel Transport39a

65 comics. Includes the complete 54 issue run of the
2006 series with all 3 connecting covers for #26,
Annuals #1-2, the 80-Page Giant, One-Shot Special,
Convergence crossovers #1-2 and 3 Kingdom Come
Justice Society of America one-shots. Overall VF to
NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Justice Society of America (2006) Full Run +
More

40

A collection of two sealed DC Universe Signature
Collection figures including Lead and Rocket Red.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packages show storage wear including
edgewear and minor creases, as well as light scratches
to the bubble. Please see photos for further condition
details.

DC Universe Signature Collection Lead +
Rocket Red

40a

A collection of ten various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (10)

41

This lot includes Boba Fett (VC09) and Dengar (VC01)
from the 2010 Star Wars Vintage Collection. Figures
are new in sealed packages and come with protective
clamshell cases.

Star Wars ESB Vintage Collection Figure Lot41a

A collection of four sealed World of Springfield
Interactive The Simpsons Figures including
Grounds-Keeper Willie, Bumblebee Man, Captain
McAllister, and Dr. Hibbert. Figures are in excellent

The Simpsons Interactive Figure Lot of (4)42

LOT #
condition as they are new in package. Packaging is in
overall great condition with some signs of storage wear
including light scratches and scuffs to the bubble, as
well as some edgewear. Please see photos for further
condition details.

This lot includes 4 figures. Sandtrooper (VC14),
Shadow Trooper (VC163) from the Star Wars Vintage
Collection, a Death Star Attack Stormtrooper and OTC
Stormtrooper from the 2004/2005 series. Figures are
new in sealed packages and come with protective
clamshell cases.

Star Wars OTC/Vintage Collection Figure Lot42a

A sealed, new in box Star Wars The Clone Wars Battle
Packs: Speeder Bike Recon figure set. Overall
excellent condition. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Battle Packs
Speeder Bike

43

11 figures. Includes Shazam, Mary Marvel, Creeper,
Jonah Hex, Deadman, Kamandi and more!  Figures
come with everything pictured and appear to be in
great shape.

DC Universe Figures Superheroes Lot44

9 figures. Includes 2 Death Squad Commanders, an
Imperial Commander, an AT-AT driver, 2
Stormtroopers and 2 Stormtroopers in Hoth Battle Gear
(snow troopers). Figures appear to be in overall nice
shape with some varied wear. They come with
everything pictured.  Please note that the vast majority
of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this auction
appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect that there
may a few reproduction weapons/accessories in a few
of the listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Imperial Lot44a

Complete 5 volume trade paperback set. Printings
range from 2nd to 8th printings. Overall VF to NM
condition.

Suicide Squad TPB Vol #1-5 New 52 Set45

A collection of two 6" sealed Series 1 DC Direct 52
figures including Batwoman and Booster Gold. Figures
are in excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packages show storage wear including light scuffing to
the box and minor scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

DC Direct 52 Batwoman + Booster Gold
Figures

46

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Lot of 6, new in sealed package figures. Princess Leia,
First Order Stormtrooper, Kylo Ren, Rey (Island
Journey), Rey (Jakku) with BB-8 and Stormtrooper.
Packages appear to be in nice shape with condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Black Series Figure Lot46a

A collection of ten various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (10)

47

2019 San Diego Comic Con exclusive Luke Skywalker
Jedi Destiny Set. This set features 3 versions of Luke
Skywalker. Stormtrooper Disguise, X-Wing Pilot and
Jedi Knight. New in sealed package.

Star Wars SDCC Exclusive Special Action
Figure Set

47a

10 figures. Includes the Apache Chief Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

Super Powers DC Universe Figures + Apache
Chief BA

48

Electronic function AT-AT (works great) from the 1997
Power of the Force series. This appears to be in nice
shape with little playwear as pictured.

Star Wars POTF Electronic Imperial AT-AT48a

A collection of three sealed World of Springfield
Interactive The Simpsons Figures including Itchy &
Scratchy, Sideshow Mel, and Bleeding Gums Murphy.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packaging is in overall great condition with
some signs of storage wear including light scratches
and scuffs to the bubble, as well as some edgewear.
Please see photos for further condition details.

The Simpsons Interactive Figure Lot of (3)49

Vintage Millennium Falcon with Han Solo and
Chewbacca figures. The sound works on the
Millennium Falcon. Han Solo includes a blaster. The
Millennium Falcon appears to be complete except for
the jedi training ball and some of the decals. The
figures have some playwear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Millennium Falcon
w/Han/Chewy

49a

LOT #

36 comics. Includes the full 2014 run of New Suicide
Squad (#1-22), Annual #1, Future's End one-shot,
Convergence #1-2, April Fool's Special, Suicide Squad
Most Wanted Deadshot and Katana #1-6 (set), El
Diablo and Boomerang #1-2 (of 6) and the Harley
Quinn and the Suicide Squad Special Edition promo
comic.  Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are
NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

New Suicide Squad Full Run
w/Annual/Specials/More

50

A collection of ten Star Wars Power of the Force
carded figures including Darth Vader, Leia Organa,
Han Solo in Endor Gear, Jawas and more. Figures are
in excellent condition as they are new in package.
Overall, packaging is in great visual condition with
minor signs of light storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Star Wars Power of the Force Figure Lot of
(10)

50a

A collection of ten various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (10)

51

Lot of 2 X-Wing fighters. Includes a Poe Dameron pilot
figure. Overall good shape with some light to moderate
playwear as pictured.

Star Wars Force Awakens Poe/Resistance
X-Wings

51a

1st Kyle Rayner! This short box of comics comes with
the following  issues:
#0,1-18,20,22,26,27,30,31,33,35,36,38,39,43-52,54-56,
65,76,77,79,80,82,88,91,92,94,95,100,106,107,109,110
,114,118,121,125,126,128-133,136-162,174,175,181
(last issue), Annuals #1-2, Our World's At War #1 and
dupes for issues #1-6,8-10, 50 and 55. Overall Fine to
NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Green Lantern (1990) Group #0-181 w/More52

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

8 figures. Includes the Ultra-Humanite Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

JLA Themed DC Universe Figures +
Ultra-Humanite BA

53

Lot includes 5 new in sealed package figures. Maz
Kanata Target exclusive (#118) and the First Order
4-Pack (Kylo Ren (glow-in the dark #194), Supreme
Leader Snoke (#199), First Order Executioner (#201)
and BB-9E (#202). Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Funko Pop! Figure Lot53a

A collection of two 6" sealed Series 1 DC Direct 52
figures including Supernova and Isis. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packages show storage wear including light scuffing to
the box and minor scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

DC Direct 52 Supernova + Isis Figures54

32 comics. Includes the full New 52 run (#1-23), Annual
#1, Sinestro Corps Special #1, (5) Tales of the Sinestro
Corps one-shots, and Future's End #1. Sinestro Corps
Special #1 is the first Ion. Overall VF to NM condition.
Most comics are NM. Some single issues may be
better or lesser grades.

Sinestro #1-23/Annual #1 + More55

This lot includes 2 vehicles, a Tauntaun and 9 figures.
X-Wing Fighter, Snowspeeder, Tauntaun with belly
flaps, 4 Hoth Rebel Soldiers, a Hoth Rebel
Commander, Han Solo in Hoth Gear, Luke in Hoth
Gear and an X-Wing Luke. Includes the
weapons/accessories pictured. The X-Wing has a
working light, but no sound. The Snowspeeder has
working sound, but only one light works. Overall good
shape with some varied playwear as pictured. The
X-Wing is missing the canopy, a laser cannon and
decals. Please note that the vast majority of the Star
Wars weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage ESB Figure/Vehicle Lot55a

A collection of fifteen various WWE wrestling figures
from the early to late 2000's. Figures vary in height, but
are roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures include
some accessories and show a variety of wear including
scratches and scuffs, paint wear, and vinyl residue.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (15)56

LOT #

Lot of 6, new in sealed package figures. Includes the
Mandalorian (VC166), Cara Dune (VC164), Incinerator
Trooper (VC177), Imperial Death Trooper (Carbonized
Graphite), and (2) Remnant Stormtroopers (VC165).
The Mandalorian comes with a protective clamshell
plastic case. Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Mandalorian Vintage Collection
Figures

56a

11 figures. Includes the Solomon Grundy Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

DC Universe Villains Figures w/Solomon
Grundy BAF

57

This lot includes a Landspeeder and 4 figures. Luke
Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi, R2-D2 and C-3PO.
Figures and vehicle appear to be in overall nice shape
with some varied playwear. Please note that the vast
majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this
auction appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect
that there may a few reproduction weapons/accessories
in a few of the listings. Please see the photos for
details.

Star Wars Vintage Vehicles and Figures Lot57a

A collection of two vintage Star Wars figures including
Anakin Skywalker and a Royal Guard. Figures are
missing accessories and/or weapons, but are in overall
nice condition with signs of wear including minor paint
wear and scuffing. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Star Wars Vintage Figures Anakin + Royal
Guard

58

A collection of four sealed Starting Lineup 2 Sports
Figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include a
variety of MLB sport stars including Todd Helton, Mark
McGwire, Pedro Martinez, and Nomar Garciaparra.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packaging varies in condition with signs of
storage wear including minor scratches and scuffing.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Starting Lineup 2 Sport Figure Lot of (4)59

This lot includes the Rebel U-Wing Fighter (w/Captain
Cassian Andor) as well as 6 more figures in 5
packages. Imperial Stormtrooper, Sergeant Jyn Ersom
(Eadu), Imperial death Trooper, Sergeant Jyn Erso
(Jedha) and the Captain Cassian Andor/Imperial
Stormtrooper Toys R Us exclusive 2-pack. Figures and
vehicles are all new in sealed packages with condition

Star Wars Rogue One U-Wing + Figures Lot59a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
as pictured.

36 comic. Includes the full 27 issue run of the 2001
Spectre series with Young Justice #42 crossover and
the 2006 Tales of the Unexpected #1-8 set featuring
the Spectre. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics
are NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

The Spectre #1-27/Tales of the Unexpected
#1-8

60

A collection of two 6" sealed DC Universe Signature
Collection figures including Black Mask and Starman.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packages show some storage wear including
minor scuffs, as well as light scratches to the bubble.
Please see photos for further condition details.

DC Universe Sig. Collection Black Mask +
Starman

60a

10 figures. Includes the Arkillo Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

Lantern Corps DC Universe Figures w/Arkillo
BAF

61

Lot includes Darth Vader's Tie-Fighter with Darth Vader
and an Imperial Tie-Fighter with Tie-Fighter Pilot. The
Imperial Tie-Fighter has working light and sound. The
Vader Tie-Fighter has corrosion in the battery
compartment and the light and sound were not working
when tested. The figures appear to be in nice shape
with little wear. Vehicles appears to have light to
moderate playwear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Vehicles and Figures Lot61a

A sealed 6" DC Universe Collection Atrocitus figure as
produced by Mattel from 2011. Figure is in excellent
condition as it is new in box. Box is in overall great
condition with minor storage wear such as light scuffing
and minor scratches to the bubble. Please see photos
for further condition details.

DC Universe Collection Atrocitus Figure
SEALED

62

A collection of fifteen various WWE wrestling figures
from the early to late 2000's. Figures vary in height, but
are roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures include
some accessories and show a variety of wear including
scratches and scuffs, paint wear, and vinyl residue.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (15)63

LOT #

Lot of 9 figures that are new in sealed packages. You
get all pictured.

Star Wars Force Awakens Figure Lot63a

A collection of three sealed World of Springfield
Interactive Homer Simpsons Figures including Pin Pal
Homer, Sunday Best Homer, and Mascot Homer.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packaging is in overall great condition with
some signs of storage wear including light scratches
and scuffs to the bubble, as well as some minor
separation of bubble from card. Please see photos for
further condition details.

The Simpsons Interactive Homer Figure Lot of
(3)

64

34 comics. Includes original limited series #1-8 and
promo #0, (7) 3-part limited series (Tales of the Corps,
Batman, Wonder Woman, JSA, Superman, Titans, and
Flash as well as 5 issues with tie-ins (Rebels #10,
Outsiders #24, Doom Patrol #4, Booster Gold #26 and
Adventure Comics #4). Overall VF to NM condition.
Most comics are NM. Some single issues may be
better or lesser grades.

Blackest Night (DC) #1-8 + Ltd. Series/More65

72 comics and 1 trade paperback. Issue #3 of Infinite
Crisis is the 1st appearance of Jamie Reyes (Blue
Beetle). #5 is the 1st full appearance of the third Blue
Beetle, in costume. This lot includes Infinite Crisis #1
(with addition variant for #7), the Secret Files and
Origins issue, Infinite Holidays Special, Rann-Thanagar
War #1-6, Identity Crisis #1-7, Day of Vengeance #1-6
with Special, Villains United #1-6 with Special and
Superman #221 tie-in, The Spectre #1-3, The Battle
For Bludhaven #1-6, Brave New World, OMAC #1-8,
The OMAC Project #1-6 with Special and 7 OMAC
Project tie-ins (Superman #219, Action Comics #819,
Adventures of Superman #642, Wonder Woman #219,
Adventures of Superman #643, Birds of Prey #83,
Firestorm #18) as well as the Prelude to Infinite Crisis
trade paperback. Overall VF to NM condition. Most
comics are NM. Some single issues may be better or
lesser grades.

Infinite Crisis/More Comic Lot/1st Blue Beetle66

A collection of three sealed 3.75" Star Wars The Clone
Wars figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include
Captain Rex, Clone Trooper, and a Wal-Mart Exclusive
Clone Trooper 501st Legion. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packaging is in

Star Wars The Clone Wars Hasbro Figure Lot
(3)

67

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
overall great condition with some minor of storage
wear. Please see photos for further condition details.

4 figures. Includes Boba Fett, Greedo, a Jawa and a
Tusken Raider. Figures appear to be in overall nice
shape with some varied wear. They come with
everything pictured.  Please note that the vast majority
of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this auction
appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect that there
may a few reproduction weapons/accessories in a few
of the listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot w/Boba
Fett

67a

A collection of two sealed DC Figures including a
Series 1 DC Direct 52 Animal Man, and a Teen Titans
GO! Imaginext Robin 8" Batmobile. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packages show storage wear including light scuffing to
the box and minor scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

DC Teen Titans GO! + Animal Man Figure Lot
of (2)

68

5 figures. Includes the Gorilla Grodd Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

Flash Themed DC Universe Figures w/Grodd
BAF

69

9 figures. Includes a Death Squad Commanders, an
Imperial Commander, 3 AT-AT drivers, 2
Stormtroopers and 2 Stormtroopers in Hoth Battle Gear
(snow troopers). Figures appear to be in overall nice
shape with some varied wear. They come with
everything pictured.  Please note that the vast majority
of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this auction
appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect that there
may a few reproduction weapons/accessories in a few
of the listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Imperial Lot69a

64 comics. Includes the full 52 issue run of Green
Lantern from 2011 with #0, issues 23.1-23.4 (lenticular
covers), Annuals #1-4, Future's End #1, and
Convergence #1-2. #0 is the origin of Simon Baz,
Green Lantern. #20 is the 1st cameo appearance of
Jessica Cruz. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics
are NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

Green Lantern #0-52 + Annuals +
More/Run/New 52

70

LOT #

A collection of eleven various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (12)

70a

A collection of three sealed WWF/WWE figure packs
by Jakks Pacific including an Unchained Fury
Hurricane Helms, Raw Edition Unchained Fury
Hurricane Helms, and a Ruthless Aggression The
Hurricane. Figures are in excellent condition as they
are new in package. Packaging is in overall good
condition with storage wear including edgewear, minor
creasing, as well as some separation from card and the
bubble. Please see photos for further condition details.

WWF/WWE Figure Packs Lot of (3)71

65 comics. Includes the full 52 issue run of Flash from
2011 with #0, issues 23.1-23.3 (lenticular covers),
Annuals #1-4, Future's End #1, , Flash: Convergence
#1-2 and Speed Force: Convergence #1-2. Flash #30
is the 1st cameo appearance of Wallace R. West and
the first appearance of Future Flash. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

The Flash #1-52 + Annuals + More/New 52 Run72

A collection of six sealed Starting Lineup Sports
Figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include a
variety of sport stars including Jamal Anderson, Fred
Taylor (x2), John Randle, and Donovan McNabb.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packaging varies in condition with signs of
storage wear including minor edgewear, and some light
scuffs to the bubble. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Starting Lineup Sport Figure Lot of (6)73

Lot of 9 figures that are new in sealed packages. You
get all pictured.

Star Wars Force Link Figure Lot73a

8 figures. Includes Ch'P and the Kilowog Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

Green Lantern DC Universe Figure Lot
w/Kilowog BAF

74

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

84 comics. Includes Final Crisis #1-7, Countdown to
Final Crisis #1-51, Countdown Arena #1-4, Countdown
Presents The Search For Ray Palmer Crime Society
#1, Final Crisis Revelations #1-5, Final Crisis Rogues
Revenge #1-3, Final Crisis Sketchbook, DC Universe
#0, Justice League of America Special #1, Last Will
and Testament #1, 5 Final Crisis one-shots (Secret
Files, Requiem, Rage of the Red Lanterns, Submit and
Resist) as well as additional variant covers for Final
Crisis #3, Revelations #1, Rogue's Revenge #2, and
Requiem. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are
NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

Final Crisis + Countdown Sets + More/DC75

A collection of three sealed 3.75" Star Wars The Clone
Wars figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include
Holographic General Grievous (x2), and Obi-Wan
Kenobi. Figures are in excellent condition as they are
new in package. One General Grievous comes in a
protective clamshell casing. Packaging is in overall
great condition with some minor of storage wear.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Hasbro Figure Lot
(3)

76

A collection of two sealed 6" DC Direct Green Lantern
Figures including a Series 2 Guy Gardner, and a
ToyFare Exclusive Emerald Shield. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packages show storage wear including edgewear to the
card and minor scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

DC Direct Green Lantern 6" Figure Lot (2)
SEALED

77

3 figures. Includes Enfys Nest (VC125, Solo), Sith
Trooper (VC162, The Rise of Skywalker), and Rey
(Jakku, VC116, The Force Awakens). Figures are new
in sealed packages with protective plastic clamshell
containers. Package conditions as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Collection Figure Lot77a

A collection of three Loot Crate exclusive WWE Slam
Star collectible figures and two Loot Crate exclusive
Die-Cast figures. Slam Star figures include Undertaker,
Stone Cold Steve Austin, and Triple H. Die-Casts
include The Rock and John Cena. All items are new in
packaging. Packaging is in overall great condition with
minor signs of storage wear including light scuffing or
scratches. Please see photos for further condition

Loot Crate WWE Slam Star Figures + Die Casts
(5)

78

LOT #
details.

A collection of three sealed Starting Lineup figure
including two Classic Doubles including Ken Griffey Jr
and Greg Maddux as well as an individual Mark
McGwire.  Figures are in excellent condition as they
are new in package. Packaging varies in condition with
signs of storage wear including minor edgewear, and
some light scuffs to the bubble. Please see photos for
further condition details.

Starting Lineup Classic Doubles + More Lot of
(3)

79

Obi-Wan's Jedi Starfighter. New in sealed package.
2012, Kenner. Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Collection Jedi Starfighter79a

52 comics. Includes the full 12 issue run of Larfleeze,
All 40 issues of Red Lanterns except for #11,18 and 28
along with #0, Annual #1 and Future's End #1. Overall
VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Red Lanterns/Larfleeze New 52 Comic Lot80

A collection of three sealed World of Springfield
Interactive The Simpsons Figures including Martin
Prince, Snake, and a Lunar Base set that includes a
Radioactive Man and Fallout Boy. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packaging is in overall great condition with some signs
of storage wear including light scratches and scuffs to
the bubble, as well as some edgewear. Please see
photos for further condition details.

The Simpsons Interactive Figure Lot of (3)80a

A collection of three vintage Star Wars figures
including C3PO, Emperor Palpatine, and an Nien
Nunb. Figures are missing accessories and/or
weapons, but are in overall nice condition with signs of
wear including minor paint wear and scuffing. Please
see photos for further condition details.

Star Wars Vintage Figures
C3PO/Palpatine/Nien Nunb

81

5 figures. Includes the Darkseid Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

New Gods Themed DC Universe Figures
w/Darkseid BAF

82

38 comics. Includes #1-18 (2001, Kevin Smith), New
52 issues #25-33 and #1-12 from the 2016 series with
Rebirth #1. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics
are NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser

Green Arrow Comic Book Lot83

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
grades.

3 figures. Includes Imperial Assault Tank Driver
(VC126) Imperial Death Trooper (VC127) and Imperial
Stormtrooper (VC140). Figures are new in sealed
packages with protective plastic clamshell containers.
Package conditions as pictured.

Star Wars Rogue One Vintage Collection
Figure Lot

83a

A sealed 6" DC Universe Collection Mirror Master
figure as produced by Mattel from 2012. Figure is in
excellent condition as it is new in box. Box is in overall
great condition with minor storage wear such as corner
wear, light scuffing and light scratches to the bubble.
Please see photos for further condition details. Figures
are in excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packaging varies in condition with signs of storage
wear including some discoloration and some light
scuffs to the bubble. Please see photos for further
condition details.

DC Universe Collection Mirror Master Figure
SEALED

84

All 63 issues of the 2006 series. Highlights include the
1st appearance of Sodam Yat as Ion in issue #17 and
the return of Kyle Rayner in issue #43. Overall VF to
NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Green Lantern Corps #1-63 (2066) Full Run85

A sealed, new in package Vintage Collection Star
Wars: Empire Strikes Back Boba Fett figure, and a
sealed case of Official Star Wars Figure Protective
Cases. Overall excellent condition. See photos for
further details and conditions.

Star Wars Vintage Collection Boba Fett +
Cases

86

This lot includes Leia (Hoth Outfit, VC02), Han Solo
(Echo Base Outfit VC03) and Rebel Soldier (Hoth
VC120) from the 2010 and 2017 Star Wars Vintage
Collections. Figures are new in sealed packages and
come with protective clamshell cases.

Star Wars ESB Vintage Collection Figure Lot86a

6 figures. Includes the Despero Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

JLA Themed DC Universe Figures w/Despero
BAF

87

LOT #

A sealed WWE Ultimate Edition "The Fiend" Bray
Wyatt 6" figure as produced Mattel in 2020. Figure is in
excellent condition as it is new in package. Package is
in great condition with minor signs of typical storage
wear. See photos for further details and conditions.

WWE Ultimate Edition "The Fiend" Bray Wyatt
Figure

88

Vintage Creature Cantina playset with 10 figures and
accessories. Includes Obi-Wan, Greedo, Chewbacca,
Snaggletooth Hammerhead, Walrusman, and 5
Stormtroopers. The plastic part of the playset appears
to be in nice shape. The cardboard portion has
moderate to heavy wear. The figures appear to be in
overall nice shape with some varied playwear. Please
note that the vast majority of the Star Wars
weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Creature Cantina
Playset/Figures

88a

Two sealed Starting Lineup 1998 Heisman Collection
figures including Charles Woodson and Desmond
Howard. Figures are in excellent condition as they are
new in package. Package is in great condition with
minor signs of typical storage wear. See photos for
further details and conditions.

Starting Lineup 1998 Heisman Collection Lot
of (2)

89

13 comics. Includes Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles #1-6, Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II
#1-6, and Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Adventures #1.

Batman/Ninja Turtles I/II Sets + Adventures #190

A collection of two vintage Star Wars figures including
Han Solo in Trench Coat and Wampa. Wampa is
complete, but Han is missing Blaster weapons. Figures
are in overall nice condition with signs of wear
including minor discoloration and paint wear. Please
see photos for further condition details.

Star Wars Vintage Figure Han Solo + Wampa90a

A sealed 6" DC Universe Collection The Flash figure as
produced by Mattel from 2011. Figure is in excellent
condition as it is new in box. Box is in overall great
condition with minor storage wear such as corner wear,
light scuffing or light scratches to the bubble. Please

DC Universe Collection The Flash 6" Figure
SEALED

91

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
see photos for further condition details.

60 comics. Includes the full 52 issue run of Aquaman
from 2011 with #0, issues 23.1-23.2 (lenticular covers),
Annuals #1-2, Future's End #1, and Convergence #1-2.
Issue #2 is the 1st appearance of the Trench King.
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.

Aquaman #0-52 + Annuals + More/Run/New 5292

A collection of three sealed WWF/WWE figure packs
by Jakks Pacific including Rebellion series 4 Lita and
W Draft Special Edition The Hurricane, as well as a
Marvel Toys Impact Raven. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packaging is in
overall good condition with storage wear including
edgewear, minor creasing, as well as some scuffing to
the bubble. Please see photos for further condition
details.

WWF/WWE Figure Packs Lot of (3)93

75 comics. Includes the full 2005 run (#1-67) as well as
Green Lantern Rebirth #1-6, and War of the Green
Lanterns Aftermath. Highlight issues include #18 (1st
appearance and origin of Lyssa Drak aka Karu-Sil and
Despotellis), #25 (1st full appearance of the Scarred
Guardian and 1st cameos of Larfleeze and Atrocitus),
#39 (1st full appearance of Larfleeze), and #43, a
prologue issue to Blackest Night. In this issue Black
hand becomes a Black Lantern. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

Green Lantern #1-67 (2005) + More94

All 50 issue plus the Rebirth one-shot. #32 is a Dark
Nights: Metal, tie-In. #19 is the 1st appearance of
Sarko, the son of Kyle Rayner and former Yellow
Lantern Soranik Natu, daughter of Sinestro. Overall VF
to NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Hal Jordan/Green Lantern Corps #1-50/Rebirth95

This lot includes Princess Leia (Bespin Outfit, VC111)
and Luke Skywalker (Bespin Fatigues VC04) from the
2010 and 2012 Star Wars Vintage Collections. Figures
are new in sealed packages and come with protective
clamshell cases.

Star Wars ESB Vintage Collection Figure Lot95a

LOT #

A collection of two sealed 3.75" Star Wars The Clone
Wars figures as produced by Hasbro. Figures include
Anakin Skywalker, and R2D2. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Anakin comes in
a protective clamshell casing. Packaging is in overall
great condition with typical signs of storage wear.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Anakin Skywalker +
R2D2

96

8 figures. Includes the S.T.R.I.P.E. Connect and
Collect Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything
pictured and appear to be in great shape.

JSA Themed DC Universe Figures
w/S.T.R.I.P.E. BAF

97

Vintage vehicle and figure. The Slave I appears
complete ,but has some playwear as decal wear as
pictured. The Boba Fett figure has some paint rubbing,
but comes with a blaster. Please note that the vast
majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this
auction appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect
that there may a few reproduction weapons/accessories
in a few of the listings. Please see the photos for
details.

Star Wars Vintage Slave I w/Boba Fett Figure97a

A collection of fifteen various WWE wrestling figures
from the early to late 2000's. Figures vary in height, but
are roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures include
some accessories and show a variety of wear including
scratches and scuffs, paint wear, and vinyl residue.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (15)98

A collection of two 6" sealed DC Universe Classic
figures including a wave 11 Steppenwolf and a The
Spectre figure which comes with collector button.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packages show storage wear including light
scuffing and edgewear to the card and minor scratches
to the bubble. Please see photos for further condition
details.

DC Universe Classics Steppenwolf + Spectre
Figures

99

This lot includes the Sears exclusive Cloud City
Playset, a Twin Pod Cloud car and 14 figures. Figures
include Lando Calrissian, 2 Cloud Car Pilots, 2 Bespin
Guards, Bespin Han Solo, Lobot, 4 Ugnaughts and 5
Stormtroopers with the accessories/weapons pictured.
The vintage pieces of the Cloud City Playset appear to

Star Wars Vintage Playset/Vehicle/Figures Lot99a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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be in good shape with light to moderate wear. It comes
with 2 of the 6 foot pegs. The instruction sheet and
backdrop are reprints. Overall the figures and vehicle
appear to be in nice shape with some varied playwear
as pictured. Please note that the vast majority of the
Star Wars weapons/accessories in this auction appear
to be original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a
few reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

All 52 issues plus the World War 4 part limited series.
Highlights include the 1st appearance of Kate Kane in
issue #7, the first appearance of Batwoman in issue
#11, and the 1st appearance of the second Isis in issue
#12,  who becomes Black Adam's wife and part of the
Black Marvel Family. Overall VF to NM condition. Most
comics are NM. Some single issues may be better or
lesser grades.

52 #1-52 Full Run + World War #1-4/DC100

A collection of two 6" sealed DC Universe Signature
Collection figures including Uncle Sam with Doll Man
and John Constantine. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packages show
minor storage wear including scuffs, as well as light
scratches to the bubble. Please see photos for further
condition details.

DC Universe Sig Collection Uncle Sam +
Constantine

100a

32 comics. Includes #1-15 from the 2006 series (first
Jaime Reyes solo series), #1-14 from the 2016 series
as well as the Rebirth one-shot and Convergence #1-2.
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.

Blue Beetle 2006-2016 Comic Lot101

5 figures. Includes the Chemo Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

Metal Men Themed DC Universe Figures
w/Chemo BAF

102

A collection assorted Loot Crate exclusive items
including patches, pins, a belt buckle and 'Mic' glass.
Items are all new in package and in excellent condition.
Conditions vary. Please see photos for further condition
details.

Loot Crate WWE Assorted Pins, Patches +
More

103

LOT #

Lot includes 12 figures from the 40th Anniversary/Black
6 inch figure series along with the Star Wars Action
Figure display. Overall nice shape with some light to
moderate storage wear. Includes several weapons and
accessories as pictured.

Star Wars 40th Anniversary Figure Lot +
Display

103a

A collection of ten various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (10)

104

62 comics. Includes issue #1-59, the Rebirth one-shot
and Annuals #1-2. Highlights include issue #24
(Batman proposes to Catwoman) and  #37, (Clark and
Lois go on a double date with Bruce and Selina).
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.

Batman #1-59 + Rebirth/Annuals #1-2105

9 figures. Includes Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, 5
Stormtroopers, a Death Squad Commander, and an
Imperial Commander. Figures appear to be in good
nice shape with some varied wear. They come with
everything pictured.  Please note that the vast majority
of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this auction
appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect that there
may a few reproduction weapons/accessories in a few
of the listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot105a

8 figures. Includes the Nekron Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

Lantern Corps DC Universe Figures w/Nekron
BAF

106

66 comics. This lot features the 1st full appearance of
The Batman Who Laughs in Teen Titans #12. Includes
Titans #1-29, Rebirth one-shot, Annuals #1-2 as well as
Teen Titans #1-24, the Rebirth one-shot, Special #1,
Titans Hunt #1-6 (of 8) and Teen Titans and Titans
Special #1s from 2018. Overall VF to NM condition.
Most comics are NM. Some single issues may be
better or lesser grades.

Teen Titans/Titans Rebirth Comic Lot107

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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3 figures. Includes Obi-Wan Kenobi (Clone Wars
VC103), Rey (Island Journey, Last Jedi, VC122), and
Barriss Offee (Jedi Padawan, Attack of the Clones
VC51). Figures are new in sealed packages with
protective plastic clamshell containers. Package
conditions as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Collection Figure Lot107a

18 comics. Includes the full 12 issue series from 2005
and issues #1-6 and the Rebirth one-shot from 2016.
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.

Cyborg (Teen Titans) Comic Book Lot108

52 comics. Lot includes Nightwing (New 52) #1-10,
Gotham Underground #1-9 set, Batman the Dark
Knight #1-2, Batman Incorporated #1-4, Batman and
Robin (New 52) #1-10, Batman Cacophony #1-3 set,
and All-Star Batman (2016) #1-14 full run. Overall VF
to NM condition. Most comics are NM. Some single
issues may be better or lesser grades.

Batman and Related Modern Comic Lot109

7 figures. Includes Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia,
Darth Vader, Obi-Wan Kenobi, an Imperial
Stormtrooper, a Jawa and a Tusken Raider. Figures
appear to be in good nice shape with some varied
wear. They come with everything pictured.  Please note
that the vast majority of the Star Wars
weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot109a

29 comics. Includes Robin issues #177-183 (last issue)
as well as Red Robin #1-22 (of 26). Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

Robin/Red Robin Comic Lot110

A collection of various accessories for WWE/WWF
figures including assortments of Knee Pads, Chair,
Garbage Cans and More. Items vary in condition.
Please see photos for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

Assorted WWE/WWF Accessory Lot110a

A collection of three vintage Star Wars figures
including Logray (Medicine Man), Paploo and Teebo.
Figures are missing accessories and/or weapons, but
are in overall nice condition with signs of wear
including minor paint wear and scuffing. Please see

Star Wars Vintage Ewoks Figures Lot of (3)111

LOT #
photos for further condition details.

5 figures and 2 vehicles in 5 packages. Lot includes an
Elite Speeder Bike with Stormtrooper, Entertainment
Earth exclusive Assault Walker with First Order
Stormtrooper, Luke Skywalker (Jedi Knight), First
Order Stormtrooper, and Kylo Ren. All are new in
sealed packages. Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure/Vehicle Lot111a

A collection of three 6" sealed DC Universe figures
including a wave 3 Sinestro, wave 7 Booster Gold, and
wave 4 Captain Atom. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packages show
storage wear including light scuffing and edgewear to
the card and minor scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

DC Universe 6" Sinestro/Booster Gold/Captain
Atom

112

7 figures. Includes Han Solo (Bespin), Admiral Ackbar,
a Bespin Guard and 4 Imperial Stormtroopers with the
accessories/weapons pictured. Figures appear to be in
good nice shape with some varied wear. They come
with everything pictured.  Please note that the vast
majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this
auction appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect
that there may a few reproduction weapons/accessories
in a few of the listings. Please see the photos for
details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot112a

41 comics. Includes the full run of the New 52 Justice
League of America #1-14 with issues #7.1-7.4
(lenticular covers), Forever Evil #1-7 set, Forever Evil:
Arkham War #1-6 set, Forever Evil A.R.G.U.S. #1-5 (of
6) and Forever Evil Rogue's Rebellion #1-5 (of 6).
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.

Justice League of America/Forever Evil Lot113

A sealed Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Ninja
Superstars figure of Leonardo as Finn Balor. Figure is
in excellent condition as it is new in package. Box is in
great condition with typical storage wear including
minor edge wear, and scuffing. Please see photos for
further condition details.

TMNT Superstars Leonardo as Finn Balor
Figure

114

54 comics. Includes Green Lantern Corps: Recharge
#1-5 set (2005), Green Lantern Corps New 52 near run
#0-40 (missing #11 and 12). Also included are issues

Green Lantern Corps Comic Lot115

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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#0, Annual #1, Future's End one-shot, Convergence
#1-2 and the full 6 issue limited series called Green
Lantern Corps: Edge of Oblivion.  Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

3 figures. Includes Imperial Assault Tank Commander
(VC148) Death Star Gunner (VC147) and Scariff
Stormtrooper (VC133). Figures are new in sealed
packages with protective plastic clamshell containers.
Package conditions as pictured.

Star Wars Rogue One Vintage Collection
Figure Lot

115a

51 comics. Includes Green Lantern New Guardians
New 52 near run #0-40 (missing #11 ). Also included
are issues #0, Annual #1-2, Future's End one-shot, the
full 6 issue limited series called Green Lantern: Lost
Army and Godhead one-shot. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

Green Lantern New Guardians + More Comic
Lot

116

A collection of ten various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the 2000's. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (10)117

A collection of three sealed World of Springfield
Interactive Homer Simpsons Figures including Boxing
Homer, Classic Homer, and Casual Homer. Figures are
in excellent condition as they are new in package.
Packaging is in overall great condition with some signs
of storage wear including light scratches and scuffs to
the bubble, as well as some minor separation of bubble
from card. Please see photos for further condition
details.

The Simpsons Interactive Homer Figure Lot of
(3)

118

6 figures. Includes the Kalibak and Imperiex Connect
and Collect Build-A-Figures. Figures come with
everything pictured and appear to be in great shape.

New Gods Themed DC Universe Figures w/2
BAFs!

119

LOT #

Lot includes the Dagobah playset, an X-Wing
Starfighter as well as a Bespin Fatigues Luke
Skywalker, Yoda, and an X-Wing Pilot Luke Skywalker.
The light and sound works on the X-Wing. Overall the
items in this lot appear to be in nice shape with varied
play/storage wear as pictured. Please note that the vast
majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this
auction appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect
that there may a few reproduction weapons/accessories
in a few of the listings. Please see the photos for
details.

Star Wars Vintage Playset/Vehicle/Figures Lot119a

24 comics. Lot includes Flash #1-11 with Rebirth
one-shot from 2016 as well as #12 (of 13) from the
2006 series. #1 from the 2016 series is the 1st
appearance of August Heart and origin of Godspeed.
#6 is his 1st full cover appearance. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

The Flash Comic Book Lot120

A collection of six 6" sealed DC Total Heroes figures
including batman, Aquaman, Hawkman, The Flash, Mr.
Freeze, and Steel. Figures are in excellent condition as
they are new in package. Packages show minor
storage wear including scuffs or edgewear to the card,
as well as light scratches to the bubble. Please see
photos for further condition details.

DC Total Heroes 6" Figure Lot of (6)120a

A collection of three 6" sealed DC Comics Multiverse
figures including The Flash TV Series Flash and
Reverse Flash figures, and a Earth 23 Superman.
Figures are a part of the Collect & Connect Justice
Buster line. Figures are in excellent condition as they
are new in package. Packages show storage wear
including light scuffing and edgewear to the card and
minor scratches to the bubble. Please see photos for
further condition details.

DC Comics Multiverse Flash + Superman Lot
of (3)

121

92 comics plus promo pins. Includes the full #0-24
Brightest Day series from 2010 as well as the 3 issue
Search For Swamp Thing Series, Flash #1-12 (2010
set), Green Lantern Emerald Warriors #1-13 set, Green
Arrow #1-12 (of 15), Birds of Prey #1-10 (of 15), and
Titans #24-38 with the Villains For Hire #1 Special.
Brightest Day #4 is the 1st appearance of Jackson
Hyde, the second Aqualad. #14 is the 1st appearance
of Batman as a White Lantern. Birds of Prey #1 is the

DC Brightest Day 92 Issue Mega Lot w/Pins122

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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1st appearance of White Canary. Birds of Prey #7 is
the 1st appearance of Mortis.  Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

This lot includes Darth Vader (VC08), AT-AT
Commander (VC05) and Snowtrooper (VC41) from the
2010 and 2011 Star Wars Vintage Collections. Figures
are new in sealed packages and come with protective
clamshell cases.

Star Wars ESB Vintage Collection Figure Lot122a

A collection of two sealed Jay and Silent Bob figures
that include Bluntman and Chronic by Graphitti
Designs. Figures are in excellent condition as they are
new in package. Packages are in great condition with
minor signs of typical storage wear. See photos for
further details and conditions.

Bluntman & Chronic - Jay and Silent Bob
Figures

123

12 figures from the mid-1990s series. 11 of the 12
figures come with protective clamshell plastic cases.
Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Power of the Force Figure Lot of
(12)

123a

40 comics. Includes JLA (2015) #1-8, Justice League
(2018) #1-12, Justice League: Cry For Justice #1-7 set,
JLA Incarnations #1-7 set, and the following prestige
format comics: JLA Primeval one-shot, JLA:
Gatekeeper #1-3 set, JLA Seven Caskets and JLA
Haven Arrival. Overall VF to NM condition. Most
comics are NM. Some single issues may be better or
lesser grades.

Justice League + JLA Comic Lot124

44 comics. Includes Suicide Squad (2001) #1-12 set,
Suicide Squad (2014) #1-14 set, Deadshot #1-5 set
(2005), Secret Six #1-6 set ((2006) and Suicide Squad
#1-5,708 (2007).Overall VF to NM condition. Most
comics are NM. Some single issues may be better or
lesser grades.

Suicide Squad/Secret Six + More Comic Lot125

11 figures. Includes the Validus Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

DC Universe Villains Figures w/Validus BAF126

A collection of eleven various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the 2000's. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (11)127

LOT #
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

69 comics featuring Supergirl, Aquaman, Deadman,
Martian Manhunter and the Atom. Lot includes:
Supergirl #0-17 (2005), Aquaman (2016) #1-12 with
Rebirth one-shot, Martian Manhunter (2015) #1-12, The
All-New Atom (2006) #1-11 with Convergence #1-2,
Deadman #1-9 (2002), Dead Again #1-5 (2001) and
Deadman #1 (2018). Overall VF to NM condition. Most
comics are NM. Some single issues may be better or
lesser grades.

Supergirl/Aquaman/Deadman/Atom + More
Comic Lot

128

A collection of three vintage Star Wars figures
including Storm Trooper, Biker Scout, and Snow
Trooper. Figures are missing accessories and/or
weapons, but are in overall nice condition with signs of
wear including minor paint wear and scuffing. Please
see photos for further condition details.

Star Wars Vintage Imperial Army Figures Lot
of (3)

129

24 comics. 2 complete limited series. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

JSA All-Stars #1-18 + JSA Vs. Kobra #1-6130

A collection of eleven various WWE wrestling figures
from the early to late 2000's. Figures vary in height, but
are roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures include
some accessories and show a variety of wear including
scratches and scuffs, paint wear, and vinyl residue.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Assorted WWE/WWF Figure Lot (11)130a

A sealed 12" DC Universe Signature Collection
Elasti-Girl figure as produced by Mattel from 2012.
Figure is in excellent condition as it is new in box. Box
is in overall great condition with minor storage wear
such as corner wear, light scuffing and minor scratches
to the bubble. Please see photos for further condition
details.

DC Universe Signature Collection Elasti-Girl
Figur

131

A collection of two vintage Star Wars figures including
Chief Chirpa and Lumat.  Figures are missing
accessories and/or weapons, but are in overall nice
condition with signs of wear including minor paint wear
and scuffing. Please see photos for further condition
details.

Star Wars Vintage Ewoks Figures Lot of (2)132

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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11 comics. Includes #51 and 52 from the 2011 IDW
series (#51 is the first Jennika), issues #1,2,7 and 9
from the 2003 Mirage series. Issues #1 and 2 (Mirage)
are 2nd prints, issues #1-3 of Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles Universe. Overall VF to NM condition. Most
comics are NM. Some single issues may be better or
lesser grades.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Comic Lot133

A sealed ECW Thrill Zone WWE Rhino figure that
comes new in package and includes the original
temporary tattoos. Package is in good condition with
some signs of storage including creasing, edgewear,
and some scuffing. Please see photos for further
condition details.

ECW Thrill Zone Rhino Figure - SEALED W/
Tattoos

134

67 comics. Includes the full New 52 run of Justice
League (#0-52), issues 23.1-23.1 (lenticular covers),
Convergence #1-2, Future's End #1 and 7 different
Justice League Darkseid War one-shots/special.
Highlight issues include #21 (1st team appearance of
the modern Marvel Family, now known as the Shazam
Family, in costume), #30 (2nd cameo appearance of
Jessica Cruz), #31 (1st full appearance of Jessica
Cruz), and #40 (1st cameo appearance of Grail,
daughter of Darkseid). Overall VF to NM condition.
Most comics are NM. Some single issues may be
better or lesser grades.

Justice League #0-52 + More (New 52)135

5 figures. Includes Darth Vader, Obi-Wan Kenobi,
Princess Leia, a Tusken Raider and an Imperial
Stormtroopers with the accessories/weapons pictured.
Figures appear to be in good nice shape with some
varied wear. They come with everything pictured.
Please note that the vast majority of the Star Wars
weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot135a

20 comics. This lot includes Batman #658-671 and
includes all 7 parts for the Resurrection of Ra's al Ghul
story arc that were contained in Robin 168,169,
Detective Comics #838,839, Nightwing #138 and 139
as well as Batman #671. #66 is a stand-alone story set
15 years into the future featuring Damian Wayne as
Batman. Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are
NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser

Batman #658-671 w/Ra's Al Ghul Tie-Ins136

LOT #
grades.

10 figures. Includes the Bane Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

Batman Themed DC Universe Figures w/Bane
BAF

137

This lot includes an Imperial Tie-fighter and a battle
damage version with (2) tie-fighter pilots. The battle
damaged version has working light and sound. The
standard version has a working light, but no sound.
Overall the vehicles and figures appear to be in good
shape with some varied wear as pictured. Pease note
that the standard Tie-Fighter only has one locking wing.
The spring is intact, but the button placement may
need to be reset to restore spring deployment
functionality.

Star Wars Vintage Vehicles and Figures Lot137a

A collection of two sealed WWF/WWE figures
including a Firefly FunHouse: Bray Wyatt, and an AEW
Unrivaled Collection CM Punk. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in package. Packaging is in
overall great condition with storage wear including
edgewear, minor creasing, as well as minor scuffing
and scratches to the bubble. Please see photos for
further condition details.

WWE/WWF Action Figure Lot of (2)138

A sealed 6" DC Universe Signature Collection Metron
figure and throne as produced by Mattel from 2011.
Figure is in excellent condition as it is new in box. Box
is in overall great condition with minor storage wear
such as corner wear, light scuffing and minor scratches
to the bubble. Please see photos for further condition
details.

DC Universe Signature Collection Metron
Figure

139

This lot contains a variety of new in package and loose
figures from a variety of series , a Kylo Ren Tie
Silencer, weapons and accessories and more. The
items in this lot appear to be in overall nice shape with
some varied condition wear as pictured. The Jyn Erso
figure has a loose bubble on the card.

Star Wars Figure/Vehicle and More Lot139a

33 comics. This includes Batman #672-685 along with
the following tie-ins for the R.I.P. and Last Rites story
arcs: Robin #175, 176, Nightwing #147-153, Detective
Comics #846-852 and Batman and the Outsiders
#11-13. Highlights include a great Alex Ross

Batman #672-685 with R.I.P./Last Rites X-Overs140

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Catwoman cover for Batman #685 and an unofficial
Gotham City Sirens team-up with Catwoman, Harley
Quinn and Poison Ivy in Detective Comics #850.
Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are NM.
Some single issues may be better or lesser grades.

A sealed DC Total Heroes figure set including Batman,
Lex Luthor, and Superman as well as individual figures
Green Lantern, Sinestro, Bizarro, and Superman.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in
package. Packages show minor storage wear including
scuffs or edgewear to the card, as well as light
scratches to the bubble. Please see photos for further
condition details.

DC Total Heroes 6" Figure Pack + More Lot of
(5)

140a

10 figures. Includes the Trigon Connect and Collect
Build-A-Figure. Figures come with everything pictured
and appear to be in great shape.

Teen Titans Themed DC Universe Figures +
Trigon BA

141

30 comics. Includes Batman #686-713 (last issue of
Vol. 1) as well as Batman Annual #27 and Detective
Comics #853 (What Ever Happened to the Caped
Crusader crossover).  Overall VF to NM condition.
Most comics are NM. Some single issues may be
better or lesser grades.

Batman #686-713 + Annual #27/Detective #853142

Includes #655 (1st cameo appearance of Damian
Wayne), #565 (1st full appearance of Damian Wayne)
and #657 (1st cover appearance of Damian Wayne).
VF+ to NM condition.

Batman #655-657 Key Damian Wayne!143

5 figures. Includes Luke Skywalker, Bespin Gown Leia,
Jedi Knight Luke, Emperor Palpatine, an Emperor's
Royal Guard and an Imperial Stormtroopers with the
accessories/weapons pictured. Figures appear to be in
good nice shape with some varied wear. They come
with everything pictured.  Please note that the vast
majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this
auction appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect
that there may a few reproduction weapons/accessories
in a few of the listings. Please see the photos for
details.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot143a

A collection of eleven various WWE/WWF wrestling
figures from the late 90's to early 2000's. Figures

Assorted WWE/WWF Titan Tron + More Figure
Lot (11)

144

LOT #
include wrestlers that were produced for the Titan Tron
figure line and more. Figures vary in height, but are
roughly around 6" to 7". Wrestling figures show a
variety of wear including scratches and scuffs, paint
wear, and vinyl residue. Please see photos for further
condition details.

52 comics. Includes Flashpoint #1-5, (16) 3-part series
(Batman Knight of Vengeance, Project Superman, Kid
Flash Lost, Hal Jordan, Secret Seven, Abin Sur Green
Lantern, World of Flashpoint, Deathstroke, Wonder
Woman and the Furies, Captain Cold, Emperor
Aquaman, Legion of Doom, Deadman and the Flying
Graysons, Lois Lane and the Resistance, Frankenstein
and the Creatures of the Unknown, the Outsider), ,
Green Lantern Special Edition FCBD with Flashpoint
preview, Booster Gold #44-47 (tie-ins), and the
Canterbury Cricket, Green Arrow Industries, Reverse
Flash and Grodd of War one-shots. Flashpoint #1 is the
first appearance of Thomas Wayne. Overall VF to NM
condition. Most comics are NM. Some single issues
may be better or lesser grades.

Flashpoint #1-5/Tie-Ins/One-Shots/More145

This nearly long box of comics has a whole bunch of
Modern Age comics that span different comic
companies and a large variety of series. Most of the
comics are DC titles, but includes some Marvel, Image
and other indie titles. Featured is Young Avengers #1
(Director's Cut), The Terrifics #1, Superman Red Son
TPB (4th print).  Other titles include
Superman/Batman, Nightwing, Faces of Evil tie-ins,
Birds of Prey, Hawkman, Transformers, G.I. Joe, JLA,
JSA, Iron Man and more.  Most comics are NM. Some
single issues may be better or lesser grades.

DC/Marvel + More Large Comic Book Lot146

This lot includes Princess Leia Organa (Boushh,
VC134) and B-Wing Pilot (Keyan Farlkander, VC63)
from the 2011 and 2018 Star Wars Vintage Collections.
Figures are new in sealed packages and come with
protective clamshell cases.

Star Wars ROTJ Vintage Collection Figure Lot146a

A new in box, factory sealed Target Exclusive Star
Wars The Force Unleashed Battle Rancor With
Felucian Rider and Saddle by Hasbro 2008. Figures
are in excellent condition as package is sealed. Box
measures approximately 15"x 14"x10" Overall
packaging is in great condition with minimal storage
wear. Please see photos for further condition details.

Star Wars Force Unleashed Battle Rancor +
Rider
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LOT #

This lot includes a Darth Vader vintage figure case,
figures, weapons, accessories and the center of n
Imperial Tie-Fighter. The carry case is in good shape
with working lock tabs and some moderate playwear.
The Tie-Fighter is missing the wings and does not
function. The figures are in various conditions from
nice shaper to missing heads. Please note that the vast
majority of the Star Wars weapons/accessories in this
auction appear to be original/vintage, but we suspect
that there may a few reproduction weapons/accessories
in a few of the listings. Please see the photos for
details.

Star Wars Vintage Figures/Carry Case/More147a

Lot includes Connect and Connect (Build-A-Figure)
parts, Lantern Corps and Flash plastic promos rings
and 4 different scale Flash figures.

DC Universe BAF Parts + Lantern Corps
Rings/More

148

Hoth Ice Planet Playset with 11 figures and
accessories. Includes an AT-AT Commander, Hoth
Han Solo, 4 Hoth Rebel Soldiers, a Hoth Rebel
Commander and 4 Stormtroopers in Hoth Battle Gear
(Snowtroopers) . The plastic part of the playset appears
to be in nice shape and nearly complete. The
cardboard portion has moderate to heavy wear. The
figures appear to be in overall nice shape with some
varied playwear. This lot also includes a couple of print
outs featuring a Tatooine backdrop. Please note that
the vast majority of the Star Wars
weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Playset/Figures Lot148a

73 heroes and villains from the DC Comics figure
series. They appear to be in nice shape. You get all
pictured.

DC Heroes/Villains Imaginext Figure Lot of (73)149

6 figures. Includes Boba Fett, Bossk, IG-88, Dengar,
Zuckuss and 4-Lom. with the accessories/weapons
pictured. Figures appear to be in good nice shape with
some varied wear. They come with everything pictured.
Please note that the vast majority of the Star Wars
weapons/accessories in this auction appear to be
original/vintage, but we suspect that there may a few
reproduction weapons/accessories in a few of the
listings. Please see the photos for details.

Star Wars Vintage Bounty Hunters Figure Lot149a

LOT #

62 comics. Includes the full run of Batman (New 52)
with #0-52, #23.1-23.4 (lenticular covers), Annuals #1-4
and Future's End #1. The series features the 1st full
team appearance of The Court of Owls in #6, their first
cameo in #3, the first appearance of Lincoln March and
the 1st cameo appearance of Harper Row, the 1st
appearance of The Talon in issue #2 and much more.
in #1, Overall VF to NM condition. Most comics are
NM. Some single issues may be better or lesser
grades.

Batman #0-52/23.1-23.4/Annuals#1-4/More150

All lots are sold AS-IS WHERE-IS. 
Auction items are open to thorough public inspection by
appointment before every auction. It is the Bidder's
responsibility to determine condition, age, genuineness,
value or any other determinative factor. Back to the Past
(BTTP) may attempt to describe the merchandise in
advertising, on the Internet and at the auction but makes
no representations. In no event shall BTTP be held
responsible for having made or implied any warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
Bidder shall be the sole judge of value. Bidders who bid
from off site and are not present at the live auction or
preview understand and acknowledge that they may not
be able to inspect an item as well as if they examined it in
person. 
BTTP shall endeavor to describe in detail each item and
any pertinent information about it. BTTP will not be
responsible for any errors or omissions in the description
of the merchandise unless it is a material and intentional
misrepresentation of the item itself. 
BTTP is providing Internet pre-auction and live bidding as
a service to Bidder. Bidder acknowledges and understands
that this service may or may not function correctly the day
of the auction. Under no circumstances shall Bidder have
any kind of claim against BTTP if the Internet service fails
to work correctly before or during the live auction. BTTP
will not be responsible for any missed bids from any
source. Internet bidders who desire to make certain their
bid is acknowledged should use the proxy-bidding feature
and leave their maximum bid 24 hours before the auction
begins. 
BTTP reserves the right to withdraw or re-catalog items in
this auction. 
IF YOU ARE LOCAL TO THE SHOP: We will assume you
prefer local pickup if you are within a 30-minute drive of
our store. Please let us know if you prefer us to ship your
package, instead. 
EVERYBODY ELSE: Verification & invoicing will happen
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in approximately 24-48 hours following the auction, after
which we calculate shipping and email the invoice. Shortly
after you've received this email, we will bill your credit
card and ship out your package. Your invoice must be
paid in full before anything ships out. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
We ship with both FEDEX and the US Postal Service,
looking for the best balance of speed vs. cost, and will do
our darnedest to keep shipping costs low. BTTP auctions
charge a minimum $6.00 shipping fee, further calculated
to exact rates. 
Note that oversized items like racks, framed pictures or
other large items will significantly impact shipping costs,
so take that into consideration while you are bidding. 
INTERNATIONAL BIDDERS: We ship all packages
tracked and insured and will not lie about the contents on
customs forms. NO EXCEPTIONS. If you want us to
falsify shipping information, you are dealing with the wrong
auctioneer. 
All BTTP auctions allow inspection of lots by appointment
only. Call us at 313-533-3130 Monday through Friday, 9
AM to 5 PM with questions on lots. 
All prices are in U.S. Dollars. Buyer's Premium is 19%.
Local sales tax is assessed at time of billing unless a tax
exemption is on file. 
PAYMENTS ACCEPTED: American Express, Visa,
Mastercard, Discover, and digital bank draft. SALES TAX:
All buyers will be assessed local sales tax unless a TAX ID
exemption has been provided at the time of the auction.
(Coin auctions are exempt from tax.) 
PAYMENT IS DUE before any shipments are made - no
exceptions. In addition to the 'hammer-down' price, the
charge will include any applicable taxes, buyer's premium
and shipping costs, per the details of the auction listing. 
All shipping and billing issues or questions can be handled
by emailing shipping@gobacktothepast.com or calling
313-533-3130 and pressing '3' for the shipping
department.
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